The Author & Illustrator
Antje Damm, born in Wiesbaden in 1965,
studied Architecture in Wiesbaden and
lives near Gießen with her husband and
their four daughters. One senses her
strong bond to children and their way of
thinking in all of her books.
Her question book Ask me! has already
seen ten editions and has been translated
into 14 languages.

REVIEWS
“A classic among the philosophy books for
children.” - fachbuchjournal, Antje Ehmann
“This little picture books helps in an ingeniously simple way to take a break from everyday life and pause for a moment.” - Hans ten
Doornkaat, NZZ am Sonntag
“A wonderful little book that is just as indispensibel in your luggage as on your bedside
table.” - Volker Sellmann ,Nürnberger
Zeitung

•

Philosophy for the youngest

•

Encourages vivid discussion

ANTJE DAMM

Is 7 a Lot?
44 questions about life and the world that children never
cease to ask because they're dying to know!
Will the earth always be there? This is one of the questions Antje Damm poses in her
book. Who wants to answer it? But to discuss it, to philosophise about it is fun and
prompts us to think about the world in which we live. Where does fear come from?
Does it hurt to grow old? Why do we all look so different? Antje Damm brings up questions about heaven and earth, about life and our world, about death and love. She
wants to initiate conversation, provoke stories and pique our curiosity. She takes children seriously as the little philosophers that they are and doesn't put complex topics
past them.
To each question are allocated two images that inspire you to find your own answers.
These are sometimes photos, sometimes illustrations, but they always correlate in that
they form a contrast or pose different approaches or similarities. This book is the ideal
introduction for children and adults to the great questions about the world.
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